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Most outages are tree-related
High winds knock trees into powerlines and cause
outages frequently. Vegetation management — tree
cutting included — is crucial to clearing the path for
reliable electric supply and reducing the frustration
of high cost of outages.

Using these guidelines to plant trees now will save
your tree and will help prevent tree-related outages
in the future.
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Right Tree, Right Location
The first step toward selecting and planting the right
tree is knowing how tall the tree will be at maturity.
Without proper planning, the small tree you get at
the nursery can grow rapidly around the power line.
Or in the case of a high wind, that 20-ft. or higher
tree could tall right onto the powerline.

Trees close to a power line can:
• Cause serious and fatal accidents from arc

flashes (a short circuit through air that can flash over
from an energized power line to trees, people or
other objects, producing intense heat and light)

• Cause power outages, especially if the tree
comes into contact with the powerline. 

• Cost a lot of money for the Co-op (and its
members) from having to cut down trees or deal
with tree-related outages.

• Obstruct the path for our maintenance 
vehicles to repair or maintain the electric lines.

Plan now and avoid problems later
Please refer to the clearance guidelines enclosed in
this pamphlet and plant your trees accordingly. Note
how high the tree is likely to get and plant it far
enough away from the powerline so that as it ma-
tures it will not come within the specified clearance
zone.

Before digging one shovel-full of dirt, be
sure to call 811 and have all under-

ground lines located. Failing to do so could re-
sult in cut utility lines, suffering from a contact
injury or worse. Hitting an underground cable
with a metal shovel could lead to electrocution,
loss of limbs or death. It’s not worth the risk.

NEVER approach a downed line. Call the
Co-op to have them de-energize the line.
Assuming a line is dead could be fatal.4
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When choosing a tree, consider its size at maturity and plant it far enough away from the powerline so that if
the wind takes it down, there’s no danger of it falling into the powerlines. A tree may look far enough away,
but during storm winds a tree falls further than you’d think. Be aware of dead, dry or dying trees, which are
more likely to come down in a storm, and remove them before they cause a costly outage.


